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1Abstract
Scholarship on Christian mysticism underwent a renaissance in Romania be-
tween 1920 and 1947, having a lasting impact on the way that Romanian theologians 
and scholars think about Romanian Orthodoxy Christianity in general, and mysticism 
in particular. Fascist and ultra-nationalist political and intellectual currents also ex-
ploded into the Romanian public sphere at this time. Many of the same people who 
were writing mystical theology were also involved with ultra-nationalist politics, 
either as distant sympathizers or as active participants. This paper situates the early 
work of the renowned theologian Dumitru Stăniloae within the context of mystical 
fascism, nationalist apologetics, and theological pedagogy in which it was originally 
produced. It shows how a new academic discipline formed within an increasingly 
extremist political climate by analyzing the writings of six key men whose work 
signifi cantly shaped Romanian attitudes towards mysticism: Nae Ionescu, Mircea 
Eliade, Lucian Blaga, Nichifor Crainic, Ioan Gh. Savin, and Dumitru Stăniloae.  The 
contributions of these thinkers to Romanian theology are not dismissed once their 
nationalism is noted, but they are contextualized in a way that allows twenty-fi rst 
century thinkers to move beyond the limitations of these men and into fresh ways 
of thinking about the divine-human encounter. 
2Romanian scholarly refl ection on Christian mysticism underwent a renais-
sance during the third, fourth, and fi fth decades of the twentieth century and made 
a profound impact on Romanian Orthodox theology that has persisted to the pres-
ent day. The most enduring of this work was done by the young Dumitru Stăniloae 
(1903–1993), who is generally considered to have been one of the most important 
Orthodox theologians of the twentieth century. Stăniloae’s thought is exceptional 
because of his way of thinking about the human person in relational terms that refl ect 
the Trinity, his approach to knowledge that emphasizes the limits of reason without 
abandoning it, and his determination to escape from the scholasticism of his teach-
ers to write a theology that deals with the most urgent problems of human existence 
as they were experienced in his day. Stăniloae’s long involvement in ecumenical 
discussions has also affected Orthodox theology generally, and his importance is 
rapidly being recognized by Western scholars.1
Concurrent with the rebirth of mystical theology was the rise of fascism in 
Romania. As the power of ultranationalist ideologues increased, so too did the fre-
quency of scholarly articles on mystical theology. Many of the same people who were 
writing mystical theology were also involved with ultranationalist politics, either as 
distant sympathizers or as active participants. This essay situates the early work of 
Dumitru Stăniloae within the context of mystical fascism, nationalist apologetics, 
and theological pedagogy in which it was originally produced. Furthermore, a fresh 
examination of this period lets us see how a “new” academic discipline developed 
in an extreme political climate. Catalyzed by the reorganization of theological edu-
cation after 1918 and carried out by Western-infl uenced yet nationalist Romanian 
scholars, the twentieth century renaissance of mystical theology made signifi cant 
contributions to both Orthodoxy and nationalism in Romania. This essay discusses 
six key men whose work signifi cantly shaped Romanian attitudes toward mysticism: 
Nae Ionescu, Mircea Eliade, Lucian Blaga, Nichifor Crainic, Ioan Gh. Savin, and 
Dumitru Stăniloae. This diverse group of scholars all knew each other, but were 
often divided by political rivalries and personal animosities. Only Crainic, Savin, 
and Stăniloae were professional theologians, but all six shared a fascination with 
mysticism and a passion for Romanian nationalism. 
In his infl uential The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church (1944), the 
Russian émigré Vladimir Lossky (1903–1958) asserted that all Eastern Orthodox 
theology was mystical theology.2 To a student studying theology in Romania during 
the early decades of the twentieth century, this statement would have seemed com-
pletely divorced from reality. Romanian theologians in the 1920s relied mainly on 
translations of Greek and Russian texts that refl ected strong scholastic infl uences, as 
3well as German rationalist, theosophist, and positivist traditions, but largely ignored 
the patristic writings and the idea of a personal encounter with God, both of which 
are essential for properly understanding Orthodox mystical theology.3 
Not only mystical theology, but theological education in general was underde-
veloped in nineteenth-century Romania. The late nineteenth-century drive to modern-
ize higher education in Romania concentrated primarily on medicine and law, with 
theology coming up slowly behind.4 At that time, the theological institute at Sibiu 
had only one theologian as part of its faculty; the rest were historians, journalists, 
naturalists, and agronomists. Priests were given a general education that was more 
practical than strictly theological. In the early twentieth century, subjects included 
hygiene, calligraphy, accountancy, psychology, Romanian literature, geometry, 
chemistry, botany, and gymnastics, among a smattering of courses in church music, 
canon law, church history, and exegesis. Most textbooks were either outdated or 
handwritten, although a handful of new textbooks were introduced after the turn 
of the century.5 Nichifor Crainic (1889–1972) lamented that while at seminary in 
Bucharest just prior to the First World War, “not even when the studies were directly 
related to the Book of books were we obliged to use it.”6 
Twentieth-century sources bemoan the “decline” of mystical spirituality during 
the nineteenth century and look back to the Middle Ages as a golden age of Romanian 
mysticism. Secularizing measures undertaken in the Old Kingdom after unifi cation 
in 1859 resulted in the closure of a number of monasteries and the decline of tradi-
tional monastic practices.7 Crainic maintained that interwar Romanian monasteries 
were in a “derelict state” of “disorientation or nonorientation.”8 His colleague Ioan 
Gh. Savin (1885–1973) complained that Romanian Orthodoxy “needs more inte-
riorisation. And certainly, also a greater precision. We are faced with dogmas of 
faith that show a horrible, almost offensive ignorance. Because of this ignorance,” 
he warned, “we make compacts with those doctrines and associations that are the 
most irreconcilable with Christianity.”9 After the First World War, the high hopes 
of the Romanian Orthodox Church were crushed by the “shortages, dissatisfaction, 
diffi culties, rivalries, intrigues and hostilities” that attended the massive reorgani-
zation which necessarily followed the incorporation of the faithful from the new 
territories.10 As part of this reorganization, however, a number of talented young 
theologians like Crainic, Savin, and Stăniloae began to study overseas, and when 
they came back they completely revolutionized Romanian theological academies.11 
Contemporaries claim that their teachings also created “a new model of the spiritual 
life in the monasteries, as well as in the spirits of the priests and lay people.”12 
4Despite their achievements, the scholars who introduced mystical theology 
to Romania suffered from working in a climate where there were few people who 
could offer critical correctives to their work. The religious philosopher Nae Ionescu 
(1890–1940) plagiarized many of his lectures, and misinterpreted key passages from 
the Church Fathers.13 The historian of religions Mircea Eliade (1907–1986) failed to 
distinguish between mysticism as experience and mysticism as political rhetoric. The 
poet-philosopher Lucian Blaga (1895–1961) abandoned the critical community and 
reinvented almost every one of his major terms to suit his own purposes. Crainic fell 
into heresy when he developed an ethnotheology that gave the nation soteriological 
qualities. Savin had to rely heavily on Crainic’s courses and on Stăniloae’s Filocalia, 
only one volume of which had been published when Savin began teaching mysticism 
in 1945. For his part, Stăniloae rarely undertook systematic analyses of the traditions 
from which he was drawing. In his discussions of Western theology in particular, he 
relied instead on generalizations, his own prejudices, and on quotations taken out of 
context.14 These failings will be evident in the following discussion of their work, 
but it must be remembered how innovative their scholarship was at the time.
In addition to their individual failings, all six scholars stumbled when con-
fronted with the challenge of nationalism.15 Nationalism refers to the belief that 
nations exist, and that they are valid and meaningful collectivities deserving of 
one’s allegiance. A nation, according to a nationalist, is a community held together 
by ethnic ties, common languages, and a common history and culture. Nationalists 
often, though not always, associate their nations with geographically defi ned ter-
ritories. Understood in this weak sense, nationalism is somewhat akin to patriotism, 
the difference being the uniquely modern conception of nationhood that is promoted 
by nationalists. Unlike older notions such as patria, kingdom, or country, nations are 
imagined as communities that exist regardless of whether they have formal state-
hood, and types of government are irrelevant compared to the importance of eternal, 
exclusive, collective identities.16 For a nationalist, the suggestion that nationalism 
is a modern invention often seems ridiculous, and it seems impossible to conceive 
of people who do not feel their national ties. “An anational sentiment,” Stăniloae 
argued in 1939, “does not exist.”17 Nations are supposed to be both ontologically 
given and ethically desirable. Nationalists conceive of nations as organic political 
communities, drawing on German idealist thinkers such as Kant, Fichte, and Hegel, 
who emphasized the potential of nations to shape individuals in the image of God 
through collective, rational, and cultural activity.18
Once one accepts that nations are helpful for the cultivation of the self, actively 
promoting nationalism is a logical next step. A stronger defi nition approaches na-
5tionalism as a political program aimed at imposing a certain defi nition of nationality 
upon a population, or at defending the rights of people identifi ed as members of the 
nation. This type of nationalism can be promoted by states or by social movements, 
and is generally directed against rival nationalisms or against a minority whom 
the nationalists wish to exclude from their nation.19 Neither of these defi nitions 
is mutually exclusive, and Rogers Brubaker combines them well when he argues 
that “nationalism is not a ‘force’ to be measured as resurgent or receding. It is a 
heterogeneous set of ‘nation’-oriented idioms, practices, and possibilities that are 
continuously available or ‘endemic’ in modern cultural and political life.”20 
The Orthodox theologian Mihail Neamţu has recently maintained that East-
ern Orthodoxy is universal, and hence its concerns are “infi nitely broader than 
any national or ethnic project.” It is also, he notes, “real, incarnated, and spread 
out in the world, against the fi ckleness of our human nature,” and for this reason, 
the Orthodox Church frequently struggles with problems of national identity. By 
calling itself “Romanian,” Neamţu argues, “the Romanian Orthodox Church . . . is 
laying claim to a perfect match between religious and national identity that is not 
borne out by real life.”21 Not every member of the Romanian church embraces that 
national identity, and Romanians also belong to a number of other churches. Calling 
the church “Romanian” might therefore seem somewhat ridiculous, were it not for 
the fact that a close relationship does exist between the church and the Romanian 
nation-state. 
Eastern Orthodox churches are governed according to the notion of autocephaly, 
which literally means “self-headed” and refers to the independence of Orthodox 
churches within a given locality. Each church governs itself and need not submit 
itself to any other autocephalous church, but must join with the others, partaking 
in an ancient liturgical and doctrinal tradition that all share. Philip Walters writes 
that “autocephaly . . . affi rms the integrity of each ‘local’ church community while 
asserting that each such community achieves its validation only within the Uni-
versal Church.”22 Autocephalous churches are not defi ned along national or ethnic 
lines, but are circumscribed territorially. The autocephalous Romanian Orthodox 
Church was formed in 1872, soon after the creation of the Romanian nation-state, 
and therefore its existence as an independent institution is heavily dependent upon 
Romanian nationalism. Most, if not all autocephalous churches face this problem, 
and it is considered heretical to defi ne a church along ethnic lines.23 
Christians living in a time when nationalism was hegemonic often found it 
diffi cult to separate nationalism from their theology. In 1936 the Russian émigré 
theologian Mikhail Zyzykin (1880–1960) argued against what he saw as the danger-
6ous tendencies of “exaggerated nationalism” to reduce autocephalous churches to the 
nation-states within which they had been formed. The power of nationalism in this 
period can be seen in the fact that even Zyzykin concluded that “the nation is not an 
obstacle to the development of humanity but a powerful stimulant which works in 
the intimate recesses of the soul; the nation is as indispensable for man as limbs are 
for the body; the life of the nation enriches humanity.”24 If a thinker like Zyzykin, 
who was no friend of nationalist movements or of nationalizing states, could not 
overcome his belief in nations, it is no wonder that the theology of Romanian intel-
lectuals who were deeply implicated in nationalist politics was rife with heresy.
Discussions about mysticism increased during debates among intellectuals 
regarding Romanian modernization. The sudden expansion of Romania’s borders 
that resulted from the post–World War I peace treaties occasioned something of a 
crisis for Romanian intellectuals and political leaders. The territory administered 
by the Romanian state expanded dramatically, incorporating sizable ethnic and 
religious minorities which had not hitherto been represented in the bureaucratic 
structure. Efforts to Romanianize the new minorities took place simultaneously with 
a new impetus for modernizing the country.25 With change in the air, the Romanian 
intelligentsia became involved in bitter arguments. The “Orthodoxist” group argued 
that modernization needed to take into account Romania’s Orthodox spirituality 
and its peasant heritage, both of which promised a richer future than the secular, 
technological modernity that their opponents offered. Contrasting themselves with 
the “Europeanists,” intellectuals affi liated with the “traditionalist” school claimed 
that unlike that of their opponents, their philosophy was rooted in ancient Romanian 
rhythms of life. Anyone who rejected traditionalism was not just naïve, Orthodoxists 
claimed, they were un-Romanian. A diverse group of intellectuals held together by 
friendship ties and shared values, the Romanian variant of Orthodoxism championed 
the village, celebrated tradition, mysticism, and folklore. It was highly critical of 
secular modernity, which they characterized as culture without soul, dominated by 
techne, technology, freemasons, and Jews.26 Of the six men with whom I am con-
cerned here, only Crainic, Savin, and Stăniloae were Orthodoxists, but the debate 
over development that the Orthodoxists began dominated many discussions of 
mysticism throughout the interwar period.
Orthodoxists were often ridiculed for being “mystics” or for “mysticizing” 
important social and philosophical issues. The sociologist and psychologist Mihail 
Ralea (1896–1964), wrote of them that they “confound the heart with the head,” 
and that their “troubled minds no longer perceive differences and nuances.”27 In the 
midst of the name-calling, several Orthodoxists and other philosophers began trying 
7to defi ne mysticism in a more academic sense. At fi rst, mysticism was celebrated as 
a viable alternative to what was perceived to be the poverty of Western rationalism. 
“Irrationalism,” meaning the renunciation of the foundational quality of rationality 
for knowledge, gained currency in many European philosophical circles during the 
early twentieth century, when it was often seen as an antidote to nineteenth-century 
positivism, and rarely had nationalist connotations.28 The fi rst Romanian articles 
discussing the irrationality of mysticism appeared in 1921 in Gândirea, an eclec-
tic journal formed by young intellectuals who were seeking to make a name for 
themselves by pioneering new literary and artistic styles. As a radical rejection of 
Westernization, Russian Slavophilism was an obvious choice, and several essays 
were published on this topic within Gândirea’s fi rst three years.29 Offended by what 
Orthodoxists saw as the “technologizing” of existence, non-Cartesian epistemologies 
were also very attractive. Nae Ionescu declared the fi rst premises of an authentically 
Romanian philosophy to be a rejection of Descartes, and Crainic wrote in 1931 that 
Descartes’ doctrine was “the fount of those modern errors which have changed the 
world into hell.”30
The most detailed early study of mystical experience came from the philoso-
pher Constantin Rădulescu-Motru (1868–1957). In a short but seminal article, he 
defi ned the “mystical spirit” as “the spirit that fi nds the satisfaction of its religious 
searching in the provocation of ecstatic states, or in the fulfi llment of unintelligible 
rites.” This made mystics by defi nition primitive and irrational. Driven by euphoric 
emotions and characterized by blind optimism, the mystical state was nonetheless 
an appealing one, so much so that it had become “commercialized.” Although the 
quintessential mystic in Rădulescu-Motru’s account was the “savage” experiencing 
conversion to Christianity for the fi rst time, mystics could be found almost anywhere 
in modern society. “The mystic spirit,” he said, “can be rediscovered in religion, in 
art, in politics, in philosophy, even in the pure science of our days.” Whole nations 
could be said to pass through stages of mysticism, and he identifi ed Bolshevik Russia 
as an example of a country currently experiencing a mystical state.31
 Four infl uential and interconnected conceptions of mysticism emerged from 
these discussions. The fi rst drew on romantic nationalism, emphasizing a mystical 
national community and its rootedness in the soil; the second explored the irratio-
nality of mysticism as opposed to secular rationalism; and the third looked at the 
experiential side of mysticism from a comparative perspective. The fourth, political 
mysticism, involved the use of “mysticism” as a constant trope in the rhetoric of 
the extreme ultranationalist political parties that gained increasing popularity as the 
interwar period wore on. Each of these conceptions was a product of the sociopo-
8litical conditions prevalent in Romania at the time. What emerges is a picture of a 
nascent discipline, learning rapidly from foreign scholarship and then using local 
concerns to produce original understandings of old themes.
The social context for these developments was a society undergoing rapid 
change, including industrialization, secularization, increasing literacy, new com-
munication networks, land reform, unprecedented levels of political participation, 
and a nationalization of culture.32 In the midst of these changes, fascism became 
increasingly popular. Despite being a small and illegal fascist organization throughout 
much of the interwar period, the Legion of the Archangel Michael recorded elec-
toral successes in every election it contested.33 Its fl amboyant style and the much 
publicized assassinations, trials, and street violence associated with the movement 
helped to give it a well-recognized public image. Most importantly for our purposes, 
this image was associated not just with anti-Semitism and violence, but also with 
the Legion’s “mysticism.” In fact, by the late 1930s, the term “mysticism” could 
not be used in public discourse without evoking fascist connotations in the minds 
of listeners.
The Legion of the Archangel Michael was founded in 1927 by Corneliu Zelea 
Codreanu (1899–1938) in an attempt by university students from the city of Iaşi to 
break away from other ultranationalist demagogues and to set out on their own.34 
Ion Moţa, one of the Legion’s leaders, stated from the outset, “We are not and have 
never in our lives been involved in politics . . . .We have a religion, we are slaves 
to a faith. We are consumed in its fi re and are completely ruled by it, we serve it to 
our last breath.”35 They engaged in political campaigns, anti-Semitic violence, and 
political assassinations throughout the 1930s, and came to power for a brief period 
in 1940–1941. The “religion” they served was a variant of Romanian Orthodox 
Christianity tinged with frequent doses of antinomianism, anti-Semitism, nation-
worship, and a cult of the dead. 
In addition to its rhetoric, one early “vision” confi rmed the Legion as a group 
characterized by mysticism. After seeking out an icon of the Archangel Michael, 
Codreanu and several others saw it suddenly displaying “an incomparable beauty.” 
Codreanu wrote, “I felt bound to this icon with all my soul, and it gave me the im-
pression that the Holy Archangel was alive”; once the Legion had been formally 
established, legionaries guarded the icon day and night, keeping a candle burning at 
all times.36 They taught the importance of “taming the body,” and promoted asceti-
cism because “only in this way can one speak of rising to the heights bestowed by 
light and joy.”37 The Legion’s publications repeatedly emphasized the spiritual sphere 
as political, and the political as spiritual. The legionary poet Dan Botta wrote that 
9“not everything which lies in our souls is at one with us . . . . [We must] know how 
to choose, how to separate. To know how, in particular, to put ourselves in accord 
with the soil, with the spirits of the dead, with the myriads who are in us.”38
Only the spirits, accessed indirectly through commemoration rituals, and di-
rectly through death itself, truly knew life. The Legion’s victory would be achieved 
not by its living members, who were limited by their fl esh, but by the spirits of the 
dead. Codreanu’s Cărtecica şefului de cuib (Little Book of the Nest Leader) stated 
that “the battle will be won by those who know how to attract through the spirit, 
from the heavens, the mysterious forces of the invisible world and assure themselves 
support from them. These mysterious forces are the spirits of the dead, the spirits 
of our ancestors.”39 
In short, the legionaries framed their political campaigns in religious terms and 
made constant references to “spirits,” “mysterious forces,” and to the dead. Violence 
and ostentatious behavior attracted a great deal of public attention to the Legion, 
and it was so much in the public eye that any use of one of its key slogans—such 
as “mystical”—would immediately remind people of the Legion and its politics. 
When French and Italian fascist writers discussed the Legion, the fi rst thing that 
they always noted was the Legion’s mysticism.40  
In 1991, Roger Griffi n defi ned European fascism as “A revolutionary form of 
nationalism, one that sets out to be a political, social and ethical revolution, welding 
the ‘people’ into a dynamic national community under new elites infused with heroic 
values. The core myth that inspires this project is that only a populist, trans-class 
movement of purifying, cathartic national rebirth (palingenesis) can stem the tide 
of decadence.”41 Griffi n’s understanding of fascism as a revolutionary mythology 
helps clarify the relationship between religious symbolism and fascist politics. Al-
most everywhere in Europe, fascism attempted to abolish the “decadence” of the old 
order, to purify the nation-state of ethnically and ideologically impure members, and 
to create a “new man” together with a new national community. The teleology (one 
might even say eschatology) of the fascist myth clearly mirrors the Christian mes-
sage of purifi cation from sin, the defeat of God’s enemies, and being “born again” 
into the Kingdom of God. Blending the two stories together was not diffi cult to do, 
particularly if one believed that the Christian message was addressed to “nations” 
as well as to individuals. Furthermore, if one preached the Christian message while 
emphasizing humans’ responsibility for their own salvation and for realizing the 
Kingdom of God on earth, instead of stressing God’s role in saving lost sinners and 
the transfi guration of the world at the end of time, then the two stories could come 
to look remarkably similar. 
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One context in which legionary propaganda took place was in churches and 
theological colleges.42 A large number of priests were involved in the movement, 
and theological colleges were full of legionaries and their sympathizers.43 The fact 
that the students who were learning about mysticism at seminary were the same 
legionaries who were proclaiming the “mystical rebirth of Romania” as part of 
their political program is signifi cant. Their notions about mysticism were vague, 
unsystematic, and had little to do with the sophisticated ideas that their teachers 
were writing about, but the two undoubtedly had a symbiotic relationship. Legionary 
mysticism made books and courses on mystical theology popular with students, and 
once ultranationalism became popular, theologians writing about mysticism could 
do so confi dent that they were performing a patriotic act. A strong dose of romantic 
nationalism made sure that even without the Legion, nations and national cultures 
would feature heavily in discussions on mysticism. Furthermore, with no tradition 
of orthodox scholarship to direct research projects, it is clear why so many different 
opinions about it fl ourished during the interwar period. 
Given that mysticism offered a means for romantic nationalists to commune 
with their nation, and that it was a slogan for the fascist Legion, it should come as 
no surprise that the men who most developed Romanian scholarly understandings 
of mysticism were the same professors who were teaching the many legionaries 
enrolled as students of theology. Not all were fascists themselves, but their sympa-
thies for mystical theology resonated well with their romantic nationalism. All six 
of the men discussed below had ambiguous relationships to the Legion. Some, like 
Nae Ionescu and Nichifor Crainic, acted as mentors to the Legion at various times. 
Others, like Lucian Blaga and Dumitru Stăniloae, avoided directly engaging with 
the Legion as much as possible, all the while promoting forms of nationalism that 
resonated with its ideas. 
Dumitru Stăniloae (1903–1993)
Dumitru Stăniloae maintained that his purpose in writing theology was to show 
the signifi cance of Jesus Christ for resolving “the live problems of our day,” and 
it was in the process of exploring the problems of his day that he fi rst developed 
the pillars of his later theology. 44 These included his understanding of the natural 
world as straining toward transcendence; his notion of purifi cation as the elevation, 
not the nullifi cation, of human nature (Rom. fi re); and his conviction that human 
personhood, and hence salvation, was fundamentally relational and communitarian. 
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Although based fi rst and foremost on a close reading of biblical and patristic texts, 
these ideas appealed to Stăniloae at least in part because they facilitated a celebra-
tion of the Romanian nation which he loved.
Like Savin, Stăniloae had no formal ties with the Legion of the Archangel 
Michael, but his journalism was nationalistic, and he was much more sympathetic 
toward the politics of the far right than toward that of the left.45 When Crainic was 
arrested in December 1933 following the Legion’s assassination of the Romanian 
prime minister, Ion Duca, Stăniloae published a glowing defense of the older man 
in the church newspaper that he edited, Telegraful Român. In reacting to the assas-
sination, the paper blamed the “catastrophic infl uence [of secular democracy] on the 
soul of contemporary youth.”  Stăniloae urged the teaching of morality and religion 
in secondary schools in a way that managed to condemn Duca’s murder without 
actually condemning the murderers themselves.46 
Stăniloae criticized the “exaggerated, exclusivist, aggressive, and fanatical” 
tendencies that he observed in interwar Romania. He found fault with Hitler and 
the Legion during the 1930s, and did not condone their violence.47 But he did not 
advocate their exclusion from public life. After the Legion assassinated Prime Min-
ister Armand Călinescu in 1939, Stăniloae called for increased “national solidarity” 
in this time of trial. 
We have to remember that they are adolescent boys, without experience . . . , 
without the power to judge using their own knowledge and understanding 
of things, easily stirred up adolescents, who cannot be calm enough to judge 
moderately, and who are incapable of discovering and establishing nuances, 
but who see things in exaggerated proportions, fervently starting off in one 
direction or another, completely condemning or completely worshipping a 
person or a way of seeing things. So it is not surprising if some of them fall 
victim to the sinful atmosphere of blind and exaggerated criticism which 
continued until yesterday, and which may exist even today.48
When they came to power, he accepted the victory of the Legion as a victory 
for Christ, and the armies of Hitler as God’s soldiers on earth. During the Second 
World War, he described Antonescu as “the sword of Christianity” and spoke about 
the “transfi guration” of Romania.49 His writings never contained the violent racism, 
incendiary politicizing, or totalitarian tendencies that were characteristic of Crainic 
during the 1930s.  The fraternal yet critical attitude that Stăniloae took toward fas-
cism suggests that he believed it contained something that could be used for good 
but needed to be guided upon the right path. 
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In addition to his journalism and teaching, Stăniloae began to translate the 
Filocalia (Philokalia) from the Greek during the Second World War. This was a 
collection of the writings of the Church Fathers on mysticism and spirituality which 
was to be one of the major accomplishments of his career.50 Although he gave one 
of his students credit for introducing him to the Filocalia, Stăniloae had also seen 
old copies in Nichifor Crainic’s house, and the latter exhibited a strong interest in 
this work.51 The Filocalia was important because it provided the classic texts in 
Romanian translation. Only when these texts were available could theologians begin 
to study mysticism in a scientifi c manner. 
Henkel argues that Stăniloae was fi rst attracted to mystical theology as a reac-
tion against Chrestos Androutsos’ Handbook of Dogmatics. Stăniloae had studied 
Androutsos’s theology while in Greece, and he translated the Handbook in 1930.52 
It presents an approach known as manual theology, a manner of reasoning based on 
logic and textbook defi nitions. It is often highly scholastic and uses scriptural refer-
ences to support its arguments rather than explaining the arguments being made by 
scripture. Ware maintains that Androutsos’s was “a theology of the university lecture 
room, but not a mystical theology.”53 The early twentieth century witnessed a clear 
break with manual theology through the work of Catholic theologians like Hans von 
Balthasaar and Karl Rahner, and in the Protestant turn toward Christian existential-
ism in the works of Emil Brunner, Karl Barth, and Paul Tillich.54  Stăniloae was well 
aware of the broad trends in European Christianity. His 1931 book on Catolicism de 
după război (Postwar Catholicism) analyzed the changes that the Roman Catholic 
Church had undergone over the past ten years, and although it focused more on in-
stitutional and social changes than on theological trends, it reveals a solid knowledge 
of contemporary Catholicism.55 Emil Brunner and Karl Barth visited Romania in 
1935, and it is not unlikely that Stăniloae may have made their acquaintance then. 
He later acknowledged being profoundly infl uenced by Barth’s Commentary on 
Romans (1922), which is often described as having been a “bombshell” in Protes-
tant theology because of its innovative combination of modern biblical criticism 
with a stubborn belief in the irreplaceability of the historical, biblical revelation of 
Christ.56 More importantly perhaps, the works of Nikolai Berdiaev (1874–1948) and 
Miguel de Unamuno (1864–1936) were very popular among Orthodoxists in interwar 
Romania. Both men promoted an existentialist theology in which they emphasized 
the mystery of God, his freedom from the rules of human logic, and the need for a 
personal relationship with Jesus.57
Rather than turning to Western theologians, however, Stăniloae looked to the 
Church Fathers, in whose writings he found many of the same themes being empha-
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sized by existentialist theologians in Western Europe. In the fi rst decade after being 
awarded his doctorate, Stăniloae produced the twentieth century’s fi rst critical studies 
of St. Gregory Palamas (1296–1359).58 These studies portray the human body as the 
place where God meets us and argue that God works through creation to bring us 
back to him.  Palamas is most famous for his work on Hesychast prayer, in which, 
after meditative prayer, the Christian sometimes comes to see a divine light which 
is identifi ed with the light that surrounded the transfi gured Christ on Mount Tabor 
in the gospel accounts. Stăniloae’s account of Palamas’s writings emphasized the 
role of the body in prayer. Rather than seeking an ecstatic surpassing of the body, 
as Varlaam preached, Palamas argued that the breathing techniques and bodily 
sensations associated with Hesychast prayer were a valuable part of communion 
with God.59 
Writing about Stăniloae’s later theology, Miller attests that “creation acts as 
the circumscribed glass through which the divine light may shine,” and this helps 
explain why he valued “nature” and human “culture” so highly.60  Stăniloae wrote 
that “nature indicates a theme, a spring, a cause beyond itself”; transcendence 
can be experienced, “only when we meet the absolute in a concrete person” and 
never just “in the world of the spirit.”61 He emphasized the sanctity of space and 
cherished humans’ ability to manifest the spirituality of their environment through 
creative activity.62 A Romanian peasant village, for example, represented “a model 
of community from the kingdom of heaven.”63 God reveals himself within culture, 
and therefore culture and the imagination are crucial parts of knowing God. With a 
romantic understanding of nationalism, it was a small step from celebrating culture 
to cherishing one’s own nation. In a defense of the holiness of nationalism against the 
Legion’s suggestions that nationalism is sinful, albeit necessary, Stăniloae reasoned 
that God does not tempt us to sin, yet he created nations as a means of revelation, 
so nationalism must be a good.64 
If “nature” is good, why then must it be purifi ed by asceticism before one can 
be united with God? “Natural,” for Stăniloae, refers to creation as it was before the 
Fall, that is, to that which is good in creation, and that which points us to God.65 In 
his 1946–1947 course on mysticism and asceticism, Stăniloae taught that “abstinence 
is not a complete turning away from the world to search after God, but a turning 
away from a world that is crowded and degenerated by passions in order to fi nd a 
transparent world, which itself becomes God’s mirror and a stairway toward him.”66 
In Stăniloae’s reading of Palamas, union with God meant transcending (depăşirea), 
but not negating material existence. “Certainly the body tries,” he wrote, “through 
the fact that it shares a common center with our spiritual nature, to spiritualize itself, 
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to establish an accord with a higher order. But its nature suffers no change.” In fact, 
the fl esh is strengthened by being purifi ed.67 
Rather than dismissing nationalism as unhelpful, as many theologians would do 
today, Stăniloae distinguished two types of nationalism, one based on hate, the other 
on love, and believed that the latter was essential for salvation. “The affi rmation of 
one’s own people [neam] does not eo ipso mean the negation of other peoples,” he 
argued. “It is true that this often happens, but that is a sinful addition to something 
that is essential to life.”68 Once purifi ed of sin, a national community becomes a path 
to God, not a hindrance to loving other people. Nations represented the material, 
really-existing communities in which humans lived, sinned, and were saved. 
“The true ‘I’ does not live in isolation,” Stăniloae wrote, and this affi rmation 
forms the basis of what Silviu Rogobete calls Stăniloae’s “ontology of love.”69 Per-
sonhood, not Being, is the human a priori according to Stăniloae, and personhood 
is relational and historical as much as it is eschatological.70 Transcendence comes 
not through surpassing being, but by overcoming the subject-object divide through 
love, and meeting “the absolute in a concrete person,” in the man Jesus Christ. 
Transcendence requires community, as does revelation: God reveals himself through 
his word, and “the word always presupposes two people.”71 He wrote in 1945, 
“repentance, and the rebirth that comes through it, is a mystery of the community, 
not of the individual.”72 For Stăniloae, a person’s characteristics are an essential 
part of what he or she is ontologically.73 “The national quality of the human ‘I’ is 
not something accidental, superfi cial, aposterioric,” Stăniloae wrote, “but it forms 
part of his essential destiny, it includes itself by determining his image of eternity.” 
Every human—even Adam—has had a nation, because “a divine, eternal model is 
at work at the base of every national type.” Salvation does not come through the 
nation, but it does occur in the nation.74 
Stăniloae’s practice of collapsing nationality and religious belief into one 
category meant that the Uniate Church posed particular problems for his theology. 
It was established in Transylvania in 1716 as a part of a Habsburg attempt to gain 
control of the region. With a few important exceptions, most of the Orthodox liturgy, 
rites, and doctrines were maintained, but the Catholic pope was recognized as head 
of the church. Interwar Romanian theologians were far from sympathetic to the 
Uniate Church because it unsettled their theology of the nation.
In 1938 Crainic outlined what his ideal society might look like in his Program 
of the Ethnocratic State. The word “ethnocratic” had been coined by Crainic in 1932 
and meant a system of government subordinated to the needs of one ethnic group.75 
Stăniloae supported the idea, explaining that “ethnocratic means that the nation 
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[neam] rules, and not someone else. It rules the land of the country, the industry, 
commerce, commercial functions, the administration of the state.”76 According to 
Crainic, Romanians were intrinsically Orthodox, and so a Romanian ethnocratic 
state was simultaneously an Orthodox state. It was to be a state based on reforms: 
the spread of education, the opening of credit institutions, the “modernisation of 
housing,” and the prohibition of alcohol.  As might be expected from a state based 
on “ethnocratic principles,” these reforms also extended to defi ning the population. 
Crainic proposed massive population transfers with Romania’s neighbors, expelling 
Jews and repatriating Romanians living outside the current borders. No minorities 
were to be tolerated because “they hold to their own peoples more than to ours,” 
and hence were irredentist. Minority religions were to be abolished. Uniates would 
be reincorporated into the Romanian Orthodox Church on the grounds that “in a 
practical sense [Uniates already] constitute part of the national church.”77
Stăniloae agreed, portraying the breakaway of the Uniate Church from Roma-
nian Orthodoxy as unsuccessful. They may have broken the administrative unity of 
the church, Stăniloae said, but they failed to “blatantly impose another faith onto 
the people.”78 Thus, when the Romanian Communist Party offi cially abolished the 
Uniate church in 1948, Stăniloae approved, maintaining that the Uniate Church 
had actually always been Romanian Orthodox because they had kept the liturgy, 
and hence the faith, of the national church. Time did not change this attitude, and 
in 1973 he again argued that the Uniates had been “an attempt to dismantle the 
Romanian nation.”79 Stăniloae’s ethnotheology was not abstract, but was formed in 
very concrete political circumstances, and he understood the practical implications 
of his arguments about metaphysical and theological questions. Even though he 
wrote very little about nationalism while the Romanian Communist Party was in 
power, this does not mean that his ideas had necessarily changed, as the example 
of the Uniate Church shows. Stăniloae’s political ideas were always rooted in his 
theological convictions, and viceversa.
A successful community, he believed, is a spiritual problem, not a practical 
one. Mysticism and politics are not separate categories: “Orthodox mysticism . . . 
does not demarcate between the visible and invisible parts of the church, between 
religiosocial man and religiomystical man.”80  Stăniloae easily extended this principle 
to nations, and to good governance. The same principles of discipline and purifi cation 
that led to a healthy spiritual life would lead to a strong nation. During the Second 
World War, he reminded his readers that “we feel intuitively that anarchy is sin, 
the ultimate form of sin, the state of extreme decadence, just as we feel that unity 
is an expression of virtue and a state of salvation.”81 A few years earlier he had as-
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serted that strong government is a gift from God because it helps hold communities 
together.82 Furthermore, community is a spiritual good because salvation involves 
living with and loving our neighbors. 
The notion that we are only fully human when we love one another in com-
munity was repeated by Stăniloae throughout his career and became the basis of 
extensive ecumenical work that he did during the 1960s and 1970s.83 Given the fact 
that this idea led Stăniloae to promote international cooperation, it is ironic that 
when he began to express his ideas about love and community, he was thinking 
fi rst and foremost about his nation. When he wrote about unity, it was to encourage 
Romania in its war against the Soviet Union and its allies. When he wrote about 
transcendence, it was to celebrate the potential that Romanian culture had as a means 
through which God could reveal himself. Stăniloae usually argued from scripture, 
from patristic writings, and from fi rst principles, so the political context in which 
they were produced does not invalidate his ideas, but it does make it more diffi cult to 
separate his nationalism from his theology. Henkel notes how Stăniloae “completely 
abandons all the laws of argumentative logic” when he discusses nationalism, but 
this does not mean that his eulogies of the nation do not fi t logically into the rest of 
his thought, a fact that Henkel appreciates well.84 
Nae Ionescu (1890–1940)
Nae Ionescu, a religious philosopher teaching at the University of Bucharest, 
mentored a number of leading legionaries, including the theologian Gheorghe 
Racoveanu (1900–1967), the “martyrs” Vasile Marin (1904–1937) and Ion Moţa 
(1902–1937), and to a lesser extent, Codreanu himself. As a lecturer and the editor 
of the periodical Cuvântul, Ionescu also exercised an enormous infl uence over a 
whole generation of other young intellectuals who were not necessarily themselves 
legionaries.85 Like Mussolini, Ionescu had been attracted to George Sorel’s anar-
chosyndicalism in the early 1920s, which emphasized the strategic use of violence 
and a mythology of revolutionary change through a unifi ed, class-based movement. 
Ionescu quickly moved toward fascism late in the decade, transforming Cuvântul 
into a Legion publication just before legionaries assassinated Prime Minister Duca 
in December 1933.86 His protégée Mircea Vulcănescu records that Ionescu kept a 
photo of Codreanu on him at all times. Even though he never formally submitted 
himself to the latter’s leadership, Ionescu served four prison terms for his involve-
ment with the Legion.87
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According to Ionescu, “nothing exists in the universe except collectives; that 
which we call the individual is nothing but collective existence organized and uni-
fi ed in a particular manner.”88 This emphasis on the communal nature of existence 
underlay his fi rm belief in the centrality of nations to the spiritual life. One example 
of Ionescu’s ethnocentric religious nationalism is found in his pronouncements equat-
ing Eastern Orthodoxy with Romanianness. Following the controversial concordat 
that the Romanian government had signed with the Vatican in July 1929, Ionescu 
engaged his Catholic counterpart at the University of Bucharest in a well-publicized 
debate over whether one could be both Catholic and Romanian.89 Ionescu’s position 
was that Roman Catholics could be “good Romanians,” meaning good citizens, but 
they could not be “Romanians” proper.90 Other Orthodoxists supported him. Stăniloae 
wrote that “enormous differences characterize [Catholicism and Orthodoxy] and so 
it is impossible to really replace one with the other without altering your spiritual 
being.”91 No Christian theologian could maintain that conversion is impossible, 
and faced with the example of the Uniate Church, Stăniloae granted the theoretical 
possibility that the Romanian people could become Catholics, but he emphasized 
that the transformation required would be so great that if this happened they would 
no longer be Romanians.
As a philosopher, Ionescu taught about the epistemological potential that 
mysticism had to offer. He had argued in a 1924–1925 course on the philosophy of 
religion that the religious act was always an intellectual act, and he believed that 
demonstrating non-Cartesian ways of knowing would be the fi rst step in the develop-
ment of an autochthonous Romanian philosophy.92 Ionescu saw mysticism as a way 
to “knowledge of the rapport between yourself and reality.” He identifi ed two “roots” 
of metaphysics—logic and mysticism. Logic was good for reworking or specifying 
ideas, but insofar as it was scientifi c or technical it was limited to concrete things, 
and given that metaphysics was concerned with “ultimate realities,” logic was clearly 
insuffi cient. Mysticism was by defi nition concerned with “hidden things.”93 
Reality had been hidden by the Fall, and only mysticism offered a way forward. 
Commenting on Ionescu’s metaphysics, the philosopher Isabela Vasiliu-Scraba ex-
plains that “man is not capable of overcoming his misconceptions and his poverty 
through knowledge, because the process of knowing itself implies that, so long as 
man considers himself as the ultimate measure of existence, human reason estab-
lishes itself simultaneously as ‘law and judge.’”94 Ionescu taught that to know the 
reality that exists beyond my own ego, I must move beyond myself and “live that 
universe outside myself.”95 As a process of self-nullifi cation, mysticism was the 
perfect means through which the subject could come to identify itself with the object 
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of knowledge. Asceticism is frequently coupled with mysticism in Orthodox theol-
ogy, but it held only a minor place in Ionescu’s system. According to him, the self 
needed to be overcome not physically but mentally, and contemplation was what 
characterized a mystic philosopher.96
The motive force in Ionescu’s conception of mysticism was love. “Love,” he 
wrote, is “our preparation to receive something other than that which we ourselves 
are, our possibility, that is, to lose ourselves, to forget ourselves.” It is important to 
note that this love was not love for the object itself, but for God. Outside reality can 
be fully known only when one fi rst knows and loves God. Others should be loved 
through God, and not in or for themselves.97 This philosophy of love had practical 
consequences. One of his students, the future sociologist Mircea Vulcănescu, de-
scribed how in 1921, he and his colleagues were active members of the Romanian 
Christian Students Association, an Orthodox student group which held conferences 
on topics including mystical theology, but which was characterized by concerns for 
social justice shaped by Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5–7) and by the com-
mandment to “love your neighbor” (Matt. 22:39).98 Ionescu criticized this activist 
stance, arguing that if one could love God through mysticism, there was no need 
for social activism.99 Infl uenced by Ionescu, Vulcănescu and his friends remained 
interested in social questions for most of the interwar period, but their interest quickly 
lost its activist, evangelical fl avor. 
Ionescu’s use of sources when he discussed love is interesting, because at this 
point in his course he deviated from Evelyn Underhill’s Mysticism (1911) which he 
had followed almost verbatim up to this point.100 Instead, he turned to St. Maximos 
the Confessor (c. 580–662), who taught that “when in the intensity of its love for 
God the intellect goes out of itself, then it has no sense of itself or of any created 
thing. For when it is illumined by the infi nite light of God, it becomes insensible to 
everything made by Him.”101 Taking this thought out of context, Ionescu stopped 
here and maintained that love which is centered on God excludes the possibility of 
loving anything or anyone else. Jesus, however, told his disciples that “if anyone 
loves me, he will obey my teaching” (John 14:23). Keeping this in mind, St. Maxi-
mos said in almost his very next breath that “he who does not love his neighbour 
fails to keep the commandment, and so cannot love the Lord.”102 In taking only half 
of St. Maximos’s idea, Ionescu proclaimed his orthodoxy by drawing on patristic 
sources, but he selected only those elements which reinforced his own schema. He 
could only get away with such intellectual dishonesty because Romanian theological 
education was so underdeveloped. Crainic later described Ionescu’s lectures on love 
as the work of “an audacious beginner,” and they would certainly have seemed so 
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by the 1930s, but Ionescu was a pioneer when he began these lectures in 1924, and 
no one could tell him that he was wrong. 103
Mircea Eliade (1907–1986)
 One of Nae Ionescu’s most successful students was the historian of religion 
Mircea Eliade, who was to have a long and illustrious career in Chicago after the Sec-
ond World War. Eliade was best known during the interwar period for his leadership 
of a group of intellectuals known as the Young Generation.104 Through this group, he 
hoped to transform society spiritually, providing new bases upon which Romanian 
culture and politics could be carried out. Eliade wrote of the Young Generation in 
1927 that “in us, the Spirit is victorious . . . We want values to triumph that are born 
neither from political economy, nor from technical science, nor from parliamenta-
rism. Pure, spiritual values, absurdly spiritual.” He criticized older scholars such as 
Constantin Rădulescu-Motru and Mihai Ralea on the grounds that their writings on 
mysticism were the work of “dilettantes” who could not understand what they had 
never experienced.105 
Mysticism was a social, not an individual question for the young Eliade. 
During the late 1920s, he wrote extensively about mysticism in European culture, 
criticizing writers like Martin Luther, Søren Kierkegaard, and William Blake for 
the individualism of their spirituality and noting that their unstable mental worlds 
were a result of their inability to fi nd mysticism in community.106 By contrast, he 
celebrated the mysticism of the poet and future fascist intellectual Giovanni Papini. 
According to Eliade, what Papini found in the Catholic Church was “discipline and 
authority . . . a discipline which gives life to the soul, opens one to newer and larger 
visions, guides rightly, organizes and realizes the transformation of man’s bestial 
nature that was preached by Christ.”107
Asceticism was also an important part of Eliade’s mysticism, and was linked 
to “virility,” a word that he unsuccessfully tried to turn into an analytical category 
describing a particular way of thinking and writing. Martin Luther’s primary fl aw, 
according to Eliade, was that “Luther was insuffi ciently willing to solve [his spiri-
tual] crisis through asceticism.”108 Eliade himself dabbled in asceticism during his 
stay in India, but gave up after a one-night stand with a Finnish girl he met while 
he was attempting to become a hermit in the Himalayas.109
In addition to their affi liation with Nae Ionescu’s Cuvântul, Eliade and his 
friends met regularly as part of the Criterion group. According to Eliade, Criterion 
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evolved somewhat spontaneously out of frequent gatherings among friends who 
met to discuss philosophical, artistic, and political ideas then in vogue. They dealt 
with topics that ranged from psychoanalysis to communism, and eventually became 
fascinated by mysticism. It was these discussions that Eliade says inspired him to 
write Maitreyi (Bengal Nights), a fi ctional, yet somewhat autobiographical novel 
about his fi eldwork in India.110 
Having traveled to Calcutta in 1927 to study Hinduism, Eliade fell in love 
with his mentor’s sixteen year old daughter, Maitreyi. When the romance failed 
because of her father’s opposition, Eliade returned to Romania and immortalized 
Maitreyi in a novel. In Eliade’s telling, his entry into Calcutta was an entry into a 
strange “Indian dream.” If India was exotic, Maitreyi was the personifi cation of her 
country. Alain, Eliade’s alter-ego in the novel, was not in love with her initially, but 
was “fascinated” and “bewitched by the mystery.”111 Like the primordial couple in 
the Christian tradition, Maitreyi is formed from dust, and she is a pantheist, believ-
ing that trees have souls.112 One of the trademarks of primitive societies, according 
to the later Eliade, is their refusal to distinguish between secular and sacred, and 
Maitreyi’s communion with the magical side of nature was one of her most attrac-
tive qualities for the young scholar. 113 Describing Alain’s fi rst experience of kissing 
Maitreyi, Eliade writes:
An unknown beatitude fl ooded every particle of my being and enraptured 
my body; in that plenitude, I recognized my truest self. A wave of joy lifted 
me out of myself, without dividing or destroying me, or pushing me towards 
madness. Never had I lived so immediately in the present as I did during those 
few minutes, when I seemed to live outside of all time. That embrace was 
something more than love.114 
An ecstatic, revelatory, ego-destroying experience, Eliade’s description fi t 
perfectly with the criteria for mystical experiences laid out in the most authoritative 
Western textbooks of the period.115 Repeatedly confronted with Maitreyi’s supersti-
tions, Eliade tells us that Alain had to overcome his own “rationality” in order to 
embrace her world, an action that he claims he could only do because of his love 
for her.116 Mysticism in Eliade’s novel has less to do with epistemology than with 
ecstasy. It is an emotional experience that is possible for “civilized” people, but is 
dangerous in that it breaks down rational behavior. When read together with his 
earlier writings on mysticism, it becomes clear that the biggest problem with Alain’s 
mystical experiences in India, from Eliade’s perspective, was their individual na-
ture. Mystical experiences in the novel take place in secret, in the forest or in caves, 
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and always without the knowledge of society. The trysts of Alain and Maitreyi are 
secret because they are forbidden, and once discovered they destroy the worlds of 
both protagonists.
 Eliade’s interest in the potential of mysticism for producing social change 
is what attracted him to the Legion of the Archangel Michael. His journalism made 
few direct references to fascist politics until two of the Legion’s leaders, Ion Moţa 
and Vasile Marin, died while fi ghting in the Spanish Civil War in 1936. “The vol-
untary deaths of Ion Moţa and Vaile Marin have a mystical meaning,” Eliade wrote, 
“a sacrifi ce for Christianity. A sacrifi ce which verifi es the heroism and faith of an 
entire generation.”117 In 1937, Eliade explained his enthusiasm for the Legion “I 
believe in this [Legionary] victory because, above all else, I believe in the victory 
of the Christian spirit. A movement based and nourished by Christian spirituality, a 
spiritual revolution that fi ghts fi rst and foremost against sin and unworthiness—is 
not a political movement. It is a Christian revolution . . . It will create a new man, 
corresponding to a new type of European life. The new man has never been born 
from a political movement—but always from a spiritual revolution, from a vast 
inner recreation.118
In Codreanu’s Legion, Eliade found an expression of his oft-stated desire that 
mysticism should produce social change. No longer secret and sterile, like Alain’s 
experiences with Maitreyi, nor based on a failure of the virile will, like Martin 
Luther’s mystical experiences, the Legion’s mysticism had the potential, Eliade 
believed, to change a country. How sorely disappointed he was in these hopes per-
haps helps explain why after the Second World War he stubbornly refused to talk 
about his fascist past.119
Lucian Blaga (1865–1961)
While Nae Ionescu celebrated the epistemological possibilities of mysticism, 
and Mircea Eliade its potential for engendering social change, the poet-philosopher 
Lucian Blaga linked epistemology to artistic creation, and rooted all three—mys-
ticism, knowledge, and art—in national culture and geographic space. A number 
of writers linked religion, nation, and artistic creation during the 1920s, but the 
idea received its fullest expression Blaga’s 1935 essay on the “mioritic space.”120 
One of the most famous Romanian folk ballads, the Mioriţa (The Little Ewe), is 
a story about shepherds, and although the events described in the narrative are 
somewhat dark, the setting is idyllic. The ballad’s beginning, “Near a low foothill 
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/ At heaven’s doorsill” (Pe-un picior de plai / pe-o gură de rai), equates the rolling 
meadows on which shepherds grazed their sheep with a gateway to heaven.121 The 
notion of a “mioritic space,” as Blaga used it, referred to the “spiritual substratum” 
that underlay Romanian landscapes and popular culture. Blaga had earlier argued 
that architecture refl ects a culture’s search for mystical transcendence, but here he 
stated very clearly that “the spatial horizon of the subconscious is a deeper and more 
effi cacious spiritual reality than a mere sentiment could ever be.”122 According to 
Blaga, the physical space in which a poet found himself was also a spiritual space, 
and this multifaceted space was the decisive key for artistic creation. Blaga’s world 
was as spiritual as it was material, so art that described a physical space must also 
refl ect that space’s spiritual reality. The spiritual is a mystery, however, and cannot 
be known through technical, rational means.
During the late 1930s, Lucian Blaga championed what he called “Luciferic 
knowledge,” which “considers its object as split in two, into one part which shows 
itself and one part which hides itself.” He called this a “crisis” in the object, in the 
sense that it becomes simply a sign showing a mystery that is essentially hidden.” 
Having split the object of knowledge, it was only natural that he should also split 
the means of knowing. “Paradisical knowledge” was suffi cient for those objects 
usually treated according to the rules of Cartesian logic, but as the “mystery” is 
consistently irrational, it must be accessed through other means.123 These other means 
might involve Bergson’s intuition, but more promising were Plotinus’s ecstasies, 
because “in ecstasy the subject identifi es itself with its object until all distinctions 
are annulled.”124 The beauty of mystical experience was that it allowed one access 
to what Blaga named the “Great Anonymous” (Marele Anonym). In Blaga’s mind 
the Great Anonymous was “the central metaphysical principle”; personifi ed, he 
was the possessor of all knowledge, both hidden and revealed, but he was not God, 
because Blaga wished to keep his concept vague. The word “God” had too rich a 
history.125 
Blaga’s ideas about ecstasy as a way of generating knowledge were greeted 
warmly by many Orthodoxists, but they were harshly rejected by the rationalist phi-
losopher Ion Petrovici. Himself an Orthodoxist, Petrovici gave the offi cial response 
to Blaga’s inaugural address at the Romanian Academy in 1937. Petrovici disliked 
the novelty of Blaga’s ideas and his eagerness to abandon traditional philosophy 
for personal intuition.126 Rebuffed by the logicians, Blaga responded by turning to 
a detailed analysis of the mystical experience.
Blaga wrote several studies of comparative mystical experiences during the 
early 1940s. The most controversial of these was Religie şi spirit (Religion and 
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Spirit, 1942), which involved a comparative study of the major world religions 
from a philosophical—rather than a phenomenological—perspective. He concluded: 
“Religion remains in every case the attempt to universalize or to overcome oneself, 
this even in mystical forms or in states of ecstasy, when one has the impression of 
self-annihilation. In ecstasy one feels annihilated as an individual, as individuated, 
but has the sentiment that one obtains all of divine existence or the complete paradox 
of nothingness.”127
In his study, Blaga drew upon Dionysius the Aeropagite, Kierkegaard, and 
Goethe as examples of different styles of mysticism. He claimed that “mysticism 
suffered under Dionysius an adaptation to Christian dogmas” and suggested that 
true mysticism could only be found outside the Church. Kierkegaard apparently 
demonstrated this rule, because his own experiences of God had placed him in 
opposition to his national church, making him “a fl ame without a hearth.” Finally, 
Goethe gave Blaga “thrill-mysticism” (mistică-fi or), which sprang like a pagan 
deity from the nature that surrounded him.  Goethe’s was “a specifi cally German 
spirit,” that established itself in the German countryside and culture, but outside 
established German religion.128 Mysticism was the most important part of religion 
for Blaga, and religion for him had to do with nature and with artistic creation—not 
with sacred texts or organized churches.  
Few theologians found much that they liked in Religie şi spirit, and it was 
described by an offi cial church periodical, Revista teologică, as “a book that should 
never have been written.”129 Among others, Stăniloae bitterly criticized Blaga for 
Religie şi spirit, accusing him of eclectically choosing parts of religions while 
ignoring the whole. Instead of establishing himself upon religious truth, Blaga’s 
“completely arbitrary position” relied on human subjectivity, which could never 
produce certain knowledge. According to Stăniloae, mysticism only makes sense 
when grounded in the material realities of the human experience, and not as an 
intellectual or spiritual exercise. Mystical experience must be integrated into a 
larger theological framework that is based fi rst and foremost on God’s revelation 
of himself in Jesus Christ.130 However unusual Blaga’s ideas about mysticism were, 
they were ultimately crucial in forcing the theologians to articulate their own ideas 
more clearly and in encouraging them to ground their orthodoxy in something more 
than their own speculations.
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Nichifor Crainic (1889–1972)
One of the leading Orthodoxists of the interwar period was Nichifor Crainic, 
a poet and theologian who discovered mystical theology in Vienna in 1921 through 
the works of the Russian symbolist poet Dmitri Merezhkovskii and the German poet 
Rainer Maria Rilke.131 Crainic was deeply immersed in German romanticism through 
the works of Richard Wagner and others, and later claimed that Christian mysticism 
was the basis of European romanticism.132 After the Indian mystic Rabindranath 
Tagore visited Bucharest in 1922, Crainic translated Tagore’s book Sădhana (lit. 
Spiritual Practice), which argued for the wholeness and interconnectedness of all 
existence, taking a position that was too radically monist for Romanian Orthodoxy, 
but which resonated with the holistic approach to knowledge that was to become a 
trademark of Romanian mystical theology.133 In the preface to another Romanian 
translation of Tagore’s work, Crainic pointed to practical applications for mysticism 
in Tagore’s call for world peace based on the end of egoism among nations and his 
concept of unity through love.134
Crainic then wrote a seminal essay arguing that a spirituality akin to that of 
Parsifal, the compassionate and innocent hero of Wagner’s opera, was the only 
solution to what Oswald Spengler had diagnosed as “the crisis of civilization.” In 
Crainic’s reading, Parsifal is “the naïve child of nature,” and crucial to the argument 
is his assertion that “every culture stands in a deeply symbolic and almost mystical 
rapport with territory, with the space in which, through which, it wants to realize 
itself.”135 Personifying culture, and linking culture with territory, Crainic encouraged 
Romanians to think about their nation as a mystical entity, a place where spiritual 
values shine through the natural world. Mysticism, for him, was quintessentially 
Romanian because a mystical sensibility underscored Romanian peasant life.136 
Crainic’s Jesus lived “among natural, simple people,” and so when Crainic celebrated 
the incarnation, he was simultaneously celebrating the peasantry, and reminding his 
readers that it was to peasants that salvation had fi rst come.137 
All Crainic’s writing was thoroughly imbued with a vision of a world sub-
mersed in the divine. He defi ned mysticism as “the science of the deifi cation of 
man,” and it was fi rst and foremost theandric, meaning that “it is composed of a 
divine element—the grace or the energy of the Holy Spirit—and a human element 
in its very best form.”138 The idea that mysticism is deifi cation underpinned Crainic’s 
whole approach. He contrasted this Orthodox defi nition of mysticism with that of a 
number of Western authors, all of whom—like Nae Ionescu and Lucian Blaga—only 
saw mysticism as “an experimental knowledge of God.”139 A mystical experience 
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does not technically produce knowledge, Crainic said, in that “a sensation without 
an object in the surrounding concrete world is, naturally, an absurdity,” but it does 
“categorically solidify” the Christian truth contained in the Scriptures. Mysticism is 
a meeting point where the concrete and transcendent worlds become confl ated into 
one another, and the boundaries between the two are never clear.140 
Although he later denied it vehemently, at times during the 1930s, Crainic was at 
least as closely implicated in Legionary politics as Ionescu was. Crainic’s newspaper, 
Calendarul, publicly declared itself the mouthpiece for Legionary propaganda.141 He 
had run as a deputy for the Legion in 1932, had provided international connections 
for the Legion through his visit to Mussolini’s Italy in 1933, and had written the text 
for Codreanu’s fi rst speech in Parliament.142 But Crainic quarreled with Codreanu in 
1933 because Codreanu had preferred Ionescu to Crainic as a mentor.143 Furious at 
Codreanu, Crainic bickered with him throughout the decade while at the same time 
supporting fascist causes whenever he could.144 He was later appointed minister of 
propaganda as part of Ion Gigurtu’s anti-Semitic government in July 1940.145 Under 
pressure from Hitler, Gigurtu was forced to cede a third of Romania’s territory to 
Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Soviet Union in August 1940. The regime lost legiti-
macy after this humiliation, and Crainic participated in a coup to bring Gen. Ion 
Antonescu to power together with the Legion of the Archangel Michael. Under the 
new regime, Crainic was made president of the radio broadcasting station, where he 
worked together with young legionaries to produce fascist propaganda.146 
Crainic’s Christianity was deeply infected by his ultranationalism because he 
refused to separate the sacred from the profane. He posited “an inextricable sym-
biosis of culture with religion, one being united with the other as form is united 
with substance” (ca forma cu fondul) and frequently confused Romanianness with 
Orthodoxy.147 As discussed above, Orthodox churches are usually organized along 
territorial, not ethnic, lines. The only formal denunciation of “phyletism”—the heresy 
of “maintaining that ecclesiastical jurisdiction is determined ethnically rather than 
territorially”—had occurred in the self-interested condemnations of the Bulgarian 
church by the Greek patriarch in 1872.148 This dispute was over jurisdictional rather 
than theological matters, and so Crainic and other Orthodoxists apparently felt they 
were able to ignore it regardless of the spiritual principles underpinning it.149 “There 
is an organic connection between religion and nation,” Crainic said, the latter being 
natural and the former supernatural. “If indeed an antimony exists between them,” 
he argued, “then there existed an irresolvable antimony in the person of the Savior, 
which was at the same time natural and supernatural, both man and God.”150 By talk-
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ing about the nature of Christ, Crainic reminded his readers that all reality subsists 
within the divine, so it is unacceptable to break it up into binary categories. 
Mysticism, in Crainic’s treatment, had three stages: purifi cation, illumination, 
and union. These three stages correspond with the three paths to God that Thomas 
Aquinas identifi ed in the writings of pseudo-Dionysius.151 Despite the similarities 
between neo-Platonism and the writings of pseudo-Dionysius, Crainic was not par-
ticularly enamored of the former. He claimed that neo-Platonism was embraced by 
medieval Catholic mystics as a means of escaping from the “feminine mysticism” 
of Hildegard of Bingen and Elizabeth of Schönau. The mysticism of these women, 
Crainic taught, was “green and direct experience,” and lacked proper theological 
elaboration.  Meister Eckhart also drew on Dionysius, but quickly fell into panthe-
ism, confusing the essence of God (esse dei) with essence itself (esse commune), and 
thereby equating God with everything that exists. Crainic admitted that “generally 
speaking, any mystical writer can be exposed to the suspicion of pantheism,” but 
refused to say that all mystics are pantheists.152 There is a basic unity between God 
and creation—“Christianity does not consider humans as isolated from the world of 
creatures, just as it does not consider this world isolated from its Builder”—but the 
two should not be confused either.153 Eckhart’s disciples Heinrich Seusse, Johannes 
Tauler, and Jan van Ruysbroeck were held up as examples of mystics who by-passed 
heresy despite being infl uenced by Eckhart’s pantheism.154 
As an alternative to the Western approach to uniting spirit and body, Crainic 
taught the “Prayer of the Heart” (Hesychast prayer), a method of prayer involving 
controlled breathing and attention to the body. By paying attention to the method 
with which one prays, the body can assist prayer. “The body becomes a medium, 
an instrument of the spirit,” Crainic argued.155 The “Jesus Prayer”—“Lord Jesus 
Christ, Son of the living God, have mercy on me, a sinner”—provides the mantra 
for Hesychast prayer. Crainic liked the Jesus Prayer because, not being based on 
propositional knowledge, it would not lead believers into the errors of the Western 
mystics. “It does not have a simple symbolic signifi cance,” Crainic said, “but a 
supernatural power.”156 
Implicit in Crainic’s presentation of mysticism was the argument that the dis-
tinctively Eastern Orthodox approach (Hesychast prayer) is superior to the various 
Western paths to God, many of which ended in heresy. Of all the Church Fathers, 
pseudo-Dionysius was the one whom Crainic valued most, and the Dionysian system 
structured his whole course. In 1926, Crainic began experimenting with this new way 
of reading the Church Fathers. In giving such a pronounced importance to patristic 
writers such as pseudo-Dionysius, Crainic established the basis of what Florovksii 
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later called the “neo-Patristic synthesis,” which, according to Kallistos Ware, is 
characterized by a willingness to “treat the Fathers not merely as relics from the past, 
but as living witnesses and contemporaries.”157 Stăniloae is often cited as being the 
fi rst Orthodox theologian to write “neo-Patristic” theology, but he himself credited 
Crainic with fi rst developing the approach.158 Crainic was drawn to patristic sources 
in an attempt to avoid Western mysticism and to fi nd an authentically “Oriental” 
spirituality. Ironically, it was Crainic’s prejudices that caused him to begin giving 
the Eastern Fathers the attention they deserved. 
In Crainic’s thought, humans draw closer to God as they become more like 
God. The desire to become like God is born from an admiration for God, which in 
turn becomes a longing (dor) for God. The mystic then gets rid of worldly distrac-
tions through prayer and asceticism, is illuminated in the mind, and becomes united 
with God. The entire process is a result of divine grace. Putting aside worldly things 
through purifi cation was important for Crainic, and purifying one’s instincts meant 
correcting them to make them more fully human, which involved “denying the 
world and oneself.” The emptying of the intelligence, the memory, and the will, is 
what Crainic called, after St. John of the Cross, “the dark night of the soul.” Self-
discipline, prayer, and asceticism are thus the part that humans contribute to their 
own sanctifi cation. Ecstasies are also accompanied by an impulse toward virtue, 
but in most cases these ecstasies are created by a lifestyle already oriented toward 
deifi cation.159 
A result of the purifying of the mind, illumination involved drawing closer 
to God. An illuminated person does know God better, but in the biblical sense of 
knowing as experience, and not in the sense of knowing about something. Crainic 
believed that human knowledge was too limited to be able to speak intelligibly about 
God, as one might expect given his reliance upon Dionysius. Like the sixth century 
theologian, Crainic recognized both positive and negative theology but, unsatisfi ed 
with either, he then turned to ecstasy. Ecstasy shows the mystic that “God is and 
that he is higher than everything, higher than all affi rmations and higher than all 
our negations. In other words: he exists in an eminent sense, or [is] ‘supraeminent,’ 
as Dionysius says.”160 
As we become like God, we are drawn closer to him and are united with 
him. Sometimes accompanied by “the Light of Tabor,” by ecstasy, or even by 
stigmata, union involves “living in God, experiencing him as living, unmediated 
and personal.”161 In order to determine whether a mystical experience produced 
by prayer is genuine, Crainic compared it with those described by Dionysius—“a 
passing over the sensible world, the intelligible world, and a leap of the soul into 
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the obscure zone of divine brightness where, through holy ignorance, he can know 
the essence of God.”162 But such experiences are not the only markers of mystical 
union: a theandric union occurs whenever Christ is manifested on earth. Liturgy, 
Crainic said, “follows the union with God by means of sensible forms.”163 Crainic 
thus considered that the Eucharist and baptism were crucial to Christian mysticism, 
and Stăniloae noted that “the true mystical life is, according to Nichifor Crainic and 
the whole Orthodox tradition, participation in the liturgical life of the Church.”164 
A great deal of what Crainic wrote about mystical theology is considered normal 
in Eastern Orthodox theology today. Romanian theological scholarship was severely 
lacking in the early twentieth century, however, and were it not for Crainic’s work, 
heretical interpretations such as those of Nae Ionescu, Lucian Blaga, or the Legion 
of the Archangel Michael might have achieved hegemony in Romania. Despite the 
harm done by his ethnotheology and his romantic nationalism, Crainic’s achieve-
ment lay in the fact that he taught mostly orthodox Christian doctrine and in his 
ability to persuade his students that his interpretation of mysticism was the correct 
one. Notwithstanding his erudition, Crainic’s primary appeal to his students lay in 
his politics. Racist, anti-Semitic, ultranationalist, a one-time mentor to Codreanu, 
and an opponent of any form of “Westernization,” Crainic sat on the extreme right 
of the political spectrum. He was loved by his students because of his connections 
to the Legion,165 and because he was an untiring publicist for fascist and Orthodox-
ist causes. Without the popularity that accompanied his failings, it is possible that 
many of Crainic’s most important contributions to Romanian thought might have 
gone unnoticed.
Ioan Gh. Savin (1885–1973)
 Another important expositor of Christian mysticism in interwar Romania was 
the theologian Ioan Gh. Savin, who had taught alongside Crainic at Chişinău and 
had collaborated with him on the ultranationalist newspaper Calendărul. Interested 
in the political implications of theology, Savin worked as inspector general for the 
Ministry of Cults and Arts between 1920 and 1927, and was undersecretary of state 
in the Ministry of Education for several months under Octavian Goga’s anti-Semitic 
government in 1937–1938. He delivered an Orthodoxist critique of what he saw as 
the degeneration of his country in several books, including Creştinism şi communism 
(Christianity and Communism, 1938) and Creştinismul şi gândirea contemporană 
(Christianity and Contemporary Thought, 1940). Savin edited the fascist periodical 
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Cuvântul under Goga, in addition to his usual editorial work at Fântâna Darurilor, a 
more moderate theological journal from Bucharest.166 Savin objected to priests who 
had become involved in party politics in the past on the grounds that “their politics 
was stupid, based on personal or party interests, and this was detestable.” Political 
issues that did not fl ow from “the altar” had no part in the church, Savin argued. 
Nonetheless, he maintained, “priests must energetically intervene through their 
words to guide the votes of the masses toward those parties which will guarantee 
the essential interests of the country of the Orthodox Church.”167
According to his nephew, Savin’s greatest passion was teaching, and this is 
the spirit that permeated his courses on mysticism.168 These courses, taught at the 
Theology Faculty in Bucharest from 1945 to 1947, should be seen as an attempt to 
overcome the popular ignorance of Orthodox theology, which was shared by his 
students as much as by the general population. Although they did contain some very 
original interpretations, much of the material in these courses was derivative. He 
acknowledged relying on Crainic for his interpretation of Eckhart and drew heavily 
on the fi rst volume of Stăniloae’s Filocalia.169
In their courses, Nae Ionescu and Crainic had given syntheses of mystical 
theology that resonated well with their own philosophical systems. Being fi rst and 
foremost a teacher, Savin tried to explain the central doctrines of the most important 
mystics—both Eastern and Western—in order to give his students access to the 
sources. Aside from some brief introductory lectures, the majority of both courses 
was dedicated to short biographical treatments of key Christian mystics, quoting 
extensively from their work and highlighting their major contributions to mystical 
theology. When he dealt with Francis of Assisi, whose biography constituted almost 
two-thirds of Savin’s course on Western mysticism, Savin spent almost no time 
discussing doctrine or analyzing his mystical experiences. Instead, he focused on 
the saint’s life, arguing that “his life is almost all of his opus.”170 
The originality of Savin’s work lay in his interpretation of mysticism as a theory 
of knowledge. Savin had studied epistemology and logic in Germany under Wilhelm 
Windelband and Emil Lask, and these disciplines inspired some of his most important 
works.171 In a 1935 article, he said that “to live with God” meant “to know him and 
to do his will,” such that epistemology—in an existentialist sense—was inseparable 
from Christian living.172 Jürgen Henkel explains Savin’s epistemology thus: “Ioan 
Gh. Savin situates mysticism among the gnoseologic interests of man, into which 
he introduces a sort of religious a priori. This a priori desires a knowledge beyond 
rational refl ection. As, even pushed to the maximum, human powers and efforts do 
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not suffi ce for obtaining this metarational knowledge, there is need of divine grace, 
given as a gift of God in order to effectively realize this knowledge.”173 
Knowledge, in his case, is not power. It is not gained by human powers, nor 
does it give one power over anything. It is, in Savin’s words, “the transfi guration 
of the intellect.” One cannot know God as a subject knows an object, but one must 
know him “face to face.” Such knowledge, he says, involves “leaving the human 
self in order to rise, to align oneself with God; . . . this is immediate, intutitive, 
experimental knowledge.”174 Created in the image of God, the soul (sufl et) con-
tains infi nite possibilities for knowing within itself. Under normal circumstances, 
complete knowledge is too much for us to bear, which is why mystics sometimes 
exhibit symptoms of insanity. Our intelligence acts as a valve that allows “as much 
as is needed and useful” to fl ow from the “immense ocean” of our soul. The soul 
has different functions or, according to Teresa of Avila, different stages.  Mysticism 
is a process of moving beyond the “inferior” functions required by everyday life to 
a more immediate knowledge of God.175
 Savin too reveled in showing the superiority of Eastern Orthodoxy to Western 
theology. He criticized the Catholic theologian Jacques Maritain (1882–1973), who 
had defi ned mysticism as “the science of the experimental knowledge of God, in his 
essence and in his intimate life.”176 Maritain, Savin noted, “reduces mysticism to 
the act of knowing, keeping silent about that of living and neglecting the effects of 
union.”177 Although he dwelt at length on the ascetic efforts of certain saints, Savin 
recognized that asceticism was not the be all and end all of mysticism. This was 
precisely because of the importance of grace. Grace meant that mystical experiences 
came from God, and not from the efforts of the believer. Savin explicitly rejected the 
“Western” approach of distinguishing between asceticism and mysticism. Asceti-
cism and mysticism are mutually reinforcing, and one cannot properly exist without 
the other. But as with knowledge, both are completely dependent upon God’s free 
revelation of himself through grace.178
 Although he drew strongly on Crainic for his information, Savin presented 
an alternative reading of Christian mysticism. He too considered that communion 
with God was the key element in mysticism, but unlike Crainic, he did not emphasize 
union with God as a major theme. Savin believed that knowledge had ethical 
consequences, such that no one could be a mystic without changing the way that s/he 
lived. This ethical, activist emphasis resonated strongly with the Legion’s rhetoric 
about changing one’s behavior to create a “new man,” but the Legion was a memory 
by the time that Savin began his courses in 1945. The period from 1945 to 1947, 
when Savin was teaching mystical theology, was dominated by the transformation of 
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Romania into a socialist republic. The Communist government also tried to create a 
“new man,” but not through the type of mystical, spiritual transformation that Savin 
was speaking about. His message of individual transformation through mysticism 
was actually quite subversive by 1945. Some of the legionaries who survived the 
war joined Rugul Aprins (The Burning Bush), a group led by Daniil Sandu Tudor 
which focused on studying Romanian culture, spirituality, and practicing Hesychast 
prayer. Tudor’s theology of mysticism was based upon Crainic’s and Savin’s work, 
and benefi ted from occasional lectures by Dumitru Stăniloae.179 Those who joined 
the movement were told that the Legion’s doctrine was wrong and were encouraged 
to renounce their pasts and enter monasteries.180 Rugul Aprins was proscribed by 
the Romanian Communist Party in the 1950s, and many of its sympathizers were 
arrested, including Savin and Stăniloae. 
Conclusion
Christian theology conceives of the church in the world as paradoxically being 
both the body of Christ and a human institution vulnerable to all the weaknesses 
of sinful human nature. Even while the church aims for purity, it still lives with the 
foibles that corrupt any human community. One of the most pervasive foibles of the 
early twentieth century was nationalism. Nationalism was a given in many Romanian 
intellectual circles during the interwar period, and not least amongst theologians. 
Religious thinkers who avoided this pitfall, like Gala Galaction (1879–1961) and 
Nicolae Steinhardt (1912–1989), were the exception, not the rule. It is therefore only 
to be expected that nationalist ideology would have appeared in theological writings. 
In fact, not only did nationalism appear in scholarly works on mysticism, but it was 
nationalism that fi rst inspired theologians to take mysticism seriously.
The study of Christian mysticism became popular from the 1920s onward 
because it allowed nationalists to emphasize the unique “spiritual” characteristics 
of their culture. It would, they hoped, provide an authentically Romanian way of 
knowing and free them from the rigidities of Western logic, manual theology, and 
modernity. Some believed that mysticism would release the creative spirit and re-
vitalize Romanian art and literature. For some it was a way to be “spiritual” outside 
the walls of the Orthodox Church, while for others it was proof that the established 
church had the only true spirituality. The nascent state of scholarly study on mysticism 
in the 1920s meant that for a while, any and every interpretation could be valid. 
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As a relatively “new” scholarly discipline in Romania, theology was particularly 
sensitive to the preoccupations of the surrounding culture. The mystical theologies 
of churchmen like Crainic, Savin, and Stăniloae were produced in conversation 
with ideas about mysticism then being promoted by more speculative writers like 
Ionescu, Eliade, and Blaga. The success of the theologians in defi ning orthodoxy 
against heterodoxy lay in their more careful use of classical texts, their dominance 
of key institutional positions, and their solidarity in supporting a theandric, social, 
and regenerative understanding of mysticism against the more heterodox ideas of 
their interlocutors. Even though all six of the men discussed here were nationalists, 
nationalism also contributed to the victory of orthodoxy by legitimizing it in the eyes 
of theological students and priests, many of whom were committed nationalists.
 Christian ideas about the importance of community, self-discipline, purifi ca-
tion, and the centrality of one church did mirror many themes emphasized by Euro-
pean fascist movements, particularly Codreanu’s Legion of the Archangel Michael. 
Both Christianity and fascism opposed communism and corruption, and both were 
about renewal, albeit by using different methods. Celebrating the nation in a theo-
logical treatise is not the same as physically attacking Jews, but the former helped 
justify the latter. That not all the theologians shared the Legion’s commitment to 
violence and its cult of the dead did not prevent young legionaries from listening to 
what their teachers had to say, particularly because those professors either actively 
supported the Legion or at least did not openly condemn it. 
 Mysticism is about humans meeting God, so in the process of investigating 
this phenomenon, theologians also had to defi ne what they thought about God, hu-
man personhood, knowledge, revelation, community, the church, and ethics. The 
works of Crainic, Savin, and Stăniloae are important because in articulating their 
mystical theologies, these men also laid out what Romanian Orthodox Christians 
had to believe about most aspects of the faith. Identifying nationalism in interwar 
Romanian mystical theology does not mean that what those thinkers wrote was a 
priori incorrect. Much that was valuable was thought and written at times when 
fascists were in power, just as intelligent men and women have worked under and 
supported other hateful regimes. Critiquing nationalist theology is important insofar 
as it allows us to move beyond the mistakes of the past. Robert Kreig’s examination 
of German Catholic theology during the interwar period asks, “How did it come 
about that three groundbreaking theological books of the 1920s and 1930s were 
tainted by anti-Judaism?” Kreig identifi es a number of theological failings in each 
of the major works that he studies and ends by noting that “the four theological fac-
tors that contributed to the anti-Jewish bias in Catholic views of Jesus and Judaism 
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in the early twentieth century no longer have the backing of the Church’s offi cial 
teachings.”181 In Romania, however, the church has not condemned the mistakes of 
the past. Parts of the interwar nationalist agenda remain and can be seen in Romanian 
Orthodox theology both under communism and after.182 
 An uncritical reception of Stăniloae’s thought, including his theology of the 
nation, underpins most new Romanian theology, which is problematic given that 
Stăniloae himself did not move beyond his interwar nationalism.183 Stăniloae’s 1992 
book Refl ecţii despre spiritualitatea poporului român (Refl ections on the Spirituality 
of the Romanian People), for example, resurrects many of the nationalist themes 
found in his interwar works. Here he celebrates the “communal” culture of the Ro-
manian village as authentically Christian, contrasting it with the pagan individualism 
of the West, and describes Romanian folklore as “a retelling of the gospel truths.”184 
His voice is not alone. Archimandrite Cleopa and other Infl uential Orthodox writ-
ers still abuse the Uniate Church as a heretical and subversive attack on Romanian 
Orthodoxy.185 Recent books such as Răzvan Codrescu’s Fiecare în  rândul cetei 
sale (Each in His Own Castle) present some of Stăniloae’s most nationalist articles 
alongside those of Crainic and of Codrescu himself, emphasizing the importance of 
understanding “the ontological state and mystical dimension of ethnic or national 
identities.”186 
 Recognizing and confronting the nationalist tendencies in Romanian theology 
is the only way to move beyond them and to appreciate the strengths of Orthodox 
thought without falling victim to its mistakes. Mihail Neamţu notes that Stăniloae’s 
lasting heritage is “not his nationalism, . . . but his truly inspired and creative reading 
of the Scriptures and of the Church Fathers.”187 A similar argument could also be 
made about the works of Blaga, Eliade, and Savin. These men all made signifi cant 
contributions to contemporary Orthodox thought, and their mistakes need to be 
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